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C4CC: Tackling Climate Change & Bridging Generations - The Project Concludes with

Remarkable Results

After two years of dedication and joint efforts, the "Calendar for Climate Change" (C4CC) project has

reached its successful conclusion. The project, uniting partners from Germany, Croatia, Cyprus,

Ireland, Italy, Malta and Switzerland, has delivered impressive results that promise to shape the

future of climate action and intergenerational knowledge sharing. Climate change remains an urgent

global challenge, and C4CC has contributed to tackling this challenge in the partner countries.

The "Calendar for Climate Change" (C4CC) project is a collaborative initiative focusing on

intergenerational learning and developing training resources to support high-tech and low-tech

solutions. The project aims to bridge generational gaps and empower younger generations to combat

climate change effectively. Although the project is officially ending in October 2023, we hope it also

opens a new chapter in the fight against climate change with tangible outcomes that can inspire and

empower future generations.

Key Highlights of the C4CC Project:

● A comprehensive toolkit of training resources was developed to support the implementation

of 12 high-tech and 12 low-tech climate change solutions.

● Calendar for Climate Change features national-specific content addressing relevant topics for

each month of the year: Diet & Food Waste (January), Energy Efficiency (February), Ecology

(March), Packaging (April), Recycling (May), Air Cooling (June), Water Conservation (July),

Holidays and Travel (August), Back to School (September), Lighting (October), Heating

(November), and Consumerism (December).

● Interactive calendars enable access to digital learning resources through the simple scan of a

QR code, as one of the project’s aims was to digitalise resources.

● The in-service training was developed to support adult educators to maximise the potential

of the new dynamic, media-rich online resources - it was piloted in Croatia with an

international group of educators and locally with 56 adult educators in all partner countries.

● The project included intergenerational learning as its primary objective is to transfer

invaluable tacit knowledge from older generations to younger individuals eager to make a

difference in the fight against climate change.

For further information, please visit the official C4CC project website https://c4cc.eu/ and the App

http://app.c4cc.eu/
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